CPR\'S ADR IN THE TIME OF COVID‐19 {#alt21843-sec-0001}
==================================

The International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution in March launched a resource page on its website for conflict resolution in commercial matters when the coronavirus pandemic requires closings and social distancing.

More than a dozen resources, ranging from accounts of how‐to sessions on online processes to promoting neutrals with specialized expertise, are listed at [www.cpradr.org/resource‐center/adr‐in‐the‐time‐of‐covid‐19](https://www.cpradr.org/resource-center/adr-in-the-time-of-covid-19).

The resources include updates on CPR\'s operations, featuring essential new steps for parties and advocates in their arbitration and mediation matters via CPR Dispute Resolution.

The links include guidance for CPR members and the public on best practices for video dispute resolution efforts.

As part of CPR Dispute Resolution\'s prevention mandate, the links include an announcement of a new addition to its Panels of Distinguished Neutrals, a listing available upon request for neutrals oriented to early intervention, and skilled in facilitating conflict management and solving business problems before they become full‐blown legal matters. Details on the Dispute Prevention Panel are here: <https://bit.ly/2xHgqs8>.

As CPR\'s online events are scheduled, they are added to the list, as well as summaries of the events, both for the public and for members only. See the ADR in the Time of Covid‐19 link above, also available from the CPR Institute\'s home page, [www.cpradr.org](http://www.cpradr.org), under Resources.

A NEW MODEL FOR OnLINE PROCEDURES {#alt21843-sec-0002}
=================================

In response to the sudden acceleration in the use of online dispute resolution and video conferencing in the wake of the international coronavirus health crisis, the CPR Institute announced the release of a new Annotated Procedural Order for Remote Video Arbitration Proceedings on April 21.

CPR\'s Model Procedure Order for Remote Video Arbitration Proceedings covers: *Selection of Videoconferencing Platform*, noting that while the tribunal "shall, in consultation with the Parties, select an appropriate videoconferencing platform," the new model order discusses cost allocation, stating that "there is no one‐size‐fits‐all solution on how information security and data protection may be addressed in this context." The model order provides security resources, including the International Council for Commercial Arbitration‐NYC Bar Association‐CPR Institute Cybersecurity Protocol for International Arbitration (available at <https://bit.ly/2W8l9w9>).*Preparatory Activities*, which includes testing and advance selection of equipment; participant orientation; party responsibility for witness platform familiarity; oaths, and interpreters;*Requirements During the Proceeding*, including logistics such as advance log‐on requirements; coordinating time zones and hearing locations for all participants; emergency notifications and backups; termination provisions; participant identification and disclosures; confidentiality and security, and recording;*Documents and Witness Examinations*, which covers participant and witness access to exhibits; safeguarding testimony; situations where telephone testimony would be used, and*Enforceability Options*.

The health crisis required the CPR Institute to make the move to construct a model order, according to Richard Ziegler, a member of the New York nonprofit\'s board of directors and chair of the 20‐member taskforce that did the drafting.

"The new hearing room may be 'virtual' but the proceeding itself is unquestionably 'real' for the parties and other participants," said Ziegler, who is co‐founder of New York\'s AcumenADR, an ADR provider and consulting firm. He added, "CPR\'s new model order puts into one, user‐friendly document the best practices that the arbitration community needs to navigate remote video hearings. Thanks to CPR\'s diversified membership, the model order reflects the perspectives of experienced arbitrators, in‐house counsel, outside counsel and institutional (CPR) staff---not only from the U.S. but also from Canada, Europe and South America. This document should become the 'go‐to' guide for anyone interested in conducting a very real but remote arbitration proceeding in a fair, effective and enforceable manner."

In a recent *Law360* article, CPR Senior Vice President Helena Tavares Erickson, who serves as staff liaison to the model procedural order task force, echoed Ziegler\'s comments, pointing out that the ADR community "has largely seamlessly transferred operations to online platforms and continued business as usual." That transition, however, "has created a need for guidance and best practices." Helena Tavares Erickson, Some Needed Guidance For Remote Arbitration, *Law360* (April 29) (available at <https://bit.ly/2YFkvZ0>).

In the article, Erickson noted that the model order "provides language that a tribunal may use to show that, having considered the issue of potential material prejudice to a party, it has determined that 'the interests in efficiency, promptness and fairness of the arbitration' are better served by proceeding remotely."

CPR President and Chief Executive Officer Allen Waxman (who also is *Alternatives*\' publisher) said on the April release announcement date, "This new model procedure is a perfect example of what CPR can do and does regularly---convening the rich insights and vast experience of its membership to create timely and cutting‐edge resources that both benefit users and enhance the capacity for ADR."

Waxman cited Ziegler and the model order\'s taskforce (the full list of members is available with the order\'s full text at <https://bit.ly/3ckXtKZ>) "for their quick action and team effort, the result of which I suspect will remain relevant and necessary long after the current Covid‐19 situation is behind us, as we will all have grown more accustomed to doing business in a slightly different and efficient way."
